After Minnesotans Jeff and Susan Abelt and their four children visited friends in Brentwood, the couple decided to take a look around the county. Veterinarians with a successful practice, the search led them to a home on Parham Road, about five miles south of Leiper's Fork. Septic and water being what they are in the country, there was no practical way to build a clinic on the property, but that didn't deter the forward-thinking doctors who had an itch to move. Over the course of two years, Susan moved here to set up their home and Jeff stayed in the north to maintain and sell their 20 year-old business.

In 2007, the Abelts opened Leiper's Fork Veterinary Service, a mobile clinic that serves in Williamson and Maury Counties. In addition, they homeschool the three youngest children, their oldest commutes to MTSU and Susan works part time as an Associate Veterinarian at the Nashville Zoo. It's truly a family business, Jeff reveals. "The kids all help out," he says, "and our two oldest are veterinarian assistants." It's usually Jeff, however, who drives the clinic-on-wheels, a full service small animal practice that offers routine services for dogs and cats such as vaccinations, tests, spaying and neutering. It's ideal for rural owners with many or large pets.

The Abelts predict their mobile unit, which is equipped with X-ray, anesthesia, blood work and laser surgery capabilities, will fill the needs of the hobby farm niche—rural properties with goats, sheep, miniature donkeys, alpaca and/or lamas. In addition, the doctors are able to meet certain needs for horses, but Jeff is quick to explain, "The services we offer would never replace the dedicated equine practices." They can, as well, fill a limited amount of needs for other large animals or livestock.

LFVS has collegial relationships with two emergency clinics, Maury County's Animal Emergency Clinic in Columbia and Pet Emergency Treatment Service (P.E.T.S.) in Williamson County, as well as with Dr. Mark Smith of the Natchez Trace Pet Clinic. A certain amount of emergency calls are expected to come to the movable practice and it can transfer animals to long term hospitalization if necessary. At this time, 24 hour service is not guaranteed. "If we're not available," Jeff emphasizes, "they need to call P.E.T.S. or the Animal Emergency Clinic."

Fees for Leiper's Fork Veterinary Service are comparable to any stationary vet clinic with a nominal trip charge for a scheduled visit within the Leiper's Fork area. Longer distances and emergency visits have higher trip charges. Call 615.595.8545 visit the website www.LeipersForkVets.com to learn more or make an appointment at your location.